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C BKHM TMENTMC C ;G S MC HM
ONOTK SHNM CT HMF SG BT MS B HNM
H HLHK SN SG S WO H MB C CT HMF SG
K S L IN B HNM HM ) SG G
A M CTB C S NE F N SG ATS MN
BST K C B HM SG MTLA NE
HC MS
;G ONOTK SHNM NE KKN SNM .NTM
S N E NL ANTS ( O NM HM
)( SN OO NWHL S K ) HM )(
M HMB NE NTFGK O B MS ;GH
L EK BS BNMSHMT SHNM NE SG S MC
SN C LN LNC S F N SG S
CT HMF SG K SS ) 7NSHB SG S
ONOTK SHNM HMB U F C " O B MS
O E NL ) SN ) MC SG M
C B C SN ( O B MS O A S M
) MC )(
;G ONOTK SHNM NE . B C .NTMS
C BKHM C KHFGSK CT HMF SG ) ;G
ANTS ( ) HC MS HM )(
BNLO C SN ANTS (" HM ) ;G
CN M C S MC BNMSHMT C HM )( SG
HMS B M K SHL S ) ( O NM
ANTS O B MS A KN SG EHFT EN
)( :NL NE SGH B MS ONOTK SHNM
C B L G U A M NBH S C HSG
SG BKN T NE ;G ,M BNMC .NL
O M Z BNOO EHM HM SG E KK NE )(
;G MTLA NE HC MS HM 5 H MC
.K .NTMS N E NL O NM
HM )( SN M SHL S C HM )(
H NE " O B MS ;GH F N SG S
K SG M SG O B MS MMT K U F
WO H MB C A S M ) MC )( ATS
NTFGK PT K SN SG " " O B MS CT HMF
SG EH S G KE NE SG C B C
7NME L K AN HMBNL
;G BNMC F M K BNMNLHB HMCHB SN
H MNME L K AN HMBNL GHBG H
F OG C HM EHFT " 3S H PT K SN SG
K AN HMBNL  F MC K H
O NO H SN Z HMBNL SB NE KK N HMF
O NM WB OS SGN LOKN C HM
F HBTKST 3S H NL SHL B KK C MNM
E L O SHBHO SHNM HMBNL A B T HS H
C HU C E NL O SHBHO SHMF HM SG K AN
EN B 7NME L K AN HMBNL O MS
O L MS SN O NM MC CN MNS
L T K N O NEHS NE AT HM 3M
N C SN BN BS EN HMEK SHNM MNME L
K AN HMBNL H L T C HM BNM S MS
)( CNKK
7NME L K AN HMBNL H U T ETK
KNB K BNMNLHB HMC W CN MNS G U
F N M SHNM K O NCTBS  179 S SH SHB
N NSG L T NE SNS K O NCTBSHNM EN
L KK - B T NE SG BKN BNMM B
SHNM A S M SNS K NTSOTS MC SG
LNTMS NE K AN PTH C SN O NCTB HS
MNME L K AN HMBNL  L T NE
K AN HMOTS H T C O NW EN 179
N NSG L T NE NU KK BNMNLHB
BSHUHS 6N O BH K SG S MC HM
MNME L K AN HMBNL O MS SG
S MC HM NTSOTS MC O NCTBSHNM HM
KNB K BNMNL
3M CCHSHNM MNME L K AN HMBNL
O NUHC L T NE SG B BKHB BG MF
O BO FDPOPNZ 6U SFGMFDUT DIBOHFT O
IP ST PSLFE BOE BHF SBUFT BOE T
UIFSFGPSF NPSF TFOT U WF UIBO UIF O
FN MPZNFOU SBUF I DI SFDPSET POMZ G B
FSTPO T PSL OH PS OPU UP TIPSU SBOHF
WBS BU POT O UIF FDPOPNZ
8 TTP MB T UIF NPTU DZDM D PG 8PO
UBOB T SCBO BSFBT- U HFOFSBMMZ HSF
GBTUFS UIBO UIF PUIFS D U FT E S OH FS PET
PG FDPOPN D FY BOT PO C U U BMTP
FY FS FODFE DPSSFT POE OHMZ HSFBUFS
EFDM OFT P SFDFTT POT BSF DMFBSMZ
TIP O O UIF EBUB- UIF G STU DPSSFT POET
UP UIF OBU POBM FDPOPN D EFDM OF E S OH
) )' BOE UIF TFDPOE CFHBO MBUF O
) BOE DPOU O FT UP UIF SFTFOU
2DPOPN TUT FWBM BUF SFDFTT POT O
UFSNT PG UIF S E SBU PO BOE TFWFS UZ
T OH CPUI NFBT SFT UIF D SSFOU
FDPOPN D EP OU SO O 8 TTP MB T PSTF
UIBO UIF POF PG ) )' IF FBSM FS
SFDFTT PO IBE B E SBU PO PG BCP U U P
ZFBST E S OH I DI OPOGBSN MBCPS
ODPNF SFNB OFE SFMBU WFMZ TUBCMF IF
D SSFOU FDPOPN D EP OU SO I DI
CFHBO MBUF O ) T BMSFBEZ NPSF UIBO
UISFF ZFBST PME BOE OPOGBSN MBCPS
ODPNF O DPOTUBOU EPMMBST IBT EFDM OFE
T HO G DBOUMZ
IF FDPOPNZ PG FMMP TUPOF 0P OUZ
IBT CFFO SFMBU WFMZ OBGGFDUFE CZ C T OFTT
DZDMFT IF ) )' SFDFTT PO BT CBSFMZ
GFMU O / MM OHT- UIF POMZ N BDU BT B
TM HIU EFDFMFSBU PO O UIF SBUF PG HSP UI
IF D SSFOU SFDFTT PO IBT B T N MBS
USFOE- OPOGBSN MBCPS ODPNF EFDM OFE
TM HIUMZ O C U UIF EBUB GPS
BOE UIF SFM N OBSZ FTU NBUFT GPS $
TIP T BCMF ODSFBTFT F EP OPU ZFU
IBWF B DPN MFUF FY MBOBU PO GPS UIF
DL SFDPWFSZ PG UIF / MM OHT FDPOPNZ
6U B FBST IP FWFS UIBU UIF CPPN O P M
BOE HBT FY MPSBU PO UISP HIP U FBTUFSO
8POUBOB IBE B PT U WF FGGFDU PO UIF
FDPOPNZ O FMMP TUPOF 0P OUZ E S OH
9POGBSN MBCPS ODPNF O 0BTDBEF
0P OUZ EFDM OFE E S OH CPUI UIF FBSM FS
BOE UIF D SSFOU SFDFTT PO 6U T OPU DMFBS
IP FWFS UIF FYUFOU UP I DI UIFTF
EFDM OFT FSF E F UP UIF OBU POBM
C T OFTT DZDMFT PS UP MBOU DMPT SFT IF
.OBDPOEB 0PN BOZ DMPTFE UT OD
SFG OFSZ O ) BOE UT DP FS SFG OFSZ
O BOE UIFTF FWFOUT NBZ IBWF
DPOUS C UFE UP CPUI EFDM OFT
IF ) )' FDPOPN D EP OU SO MBTUFE
POMZ POF ZFBS O 7F T BOE 0MBSL
0P OUZ IF D SSFOU SFDFTT PO T B
E GGFSFOU TUPSZ .T NFBT SFE CZ OPOGBSN
MBCPS ODPNF UIF 5FMFOB FDPOPNZ IBT
CFFO GMBU T ODF ) BOE UIF MBUFTU EBUB
T HHFTU OP N SPWFNFOU- UIF SFM N OBS
EBUB GPS $ TIP B DPOU O BM
EP O BSE USFOE
;FS DB UB ODPN F
IF UI SE HFOFSBM FDPOPN D OE DBUPS T
FS DB UB ODPNF F BM UP UPUBM FS
TPOBM ODPNF E W EFE CZ P MBU PO ;FS
DB UB ODPNF T B NFBT SF PG FDPOPN D
FMM CF OH UIBU T IP FMM PGG
FP MF BSF 6U NFBT SFT NPOFZ ODPNF
BOE DFSUB OMZ 8POUBOBOT FO PZ NBOZ
CFOFG UT UIBU DBOOPU FBT MZ CF DPOWFSUFE
OUP EPMMBST BOE DFOUT FBS UP ZFBS
WBS BU POT O FS DB UB ODPNF BSF PGUFO
E GG D MU UP OUFS SFU BOE UIF CFTU
B SPBDI T UP MPPL BU MPOH SBOHF USFOET
;FS DB UB ODPNFT O EPMMBST GPS
UIF GP S SCBO BSFBT GSPN ) UP
BSF HSB IFE O G H SF
;FS DB UB ODPNF O 8 TTP MB 0P OUZ
E S OH BT BCP U O
EPMMBST $) ' FSDFOU GSPN UIF )
G H SF PG ( O EPMMBST IF
ODPNFT TIP O O G H SF IBWF CFFO
SP OEFE UP UIF OFBSFTU I OESFE EPMMBST
BMUIP HI UIF SFD TF BNP OU BT HSB I
FE 6O FMMP TUPOF 0P OUZ FS DB UB
ODPNFT SPTF GSPN ) EPMMBST
O ) UP BCP U ' EPMMBST O
BO ODSFBTF PG B SPY NBUFMZ )
FSDFOU 0BTDBEF 0P OUZ TUBSUFE UIF
EFDBEF UI B G H SF PG )
EPMMBST BOE E S OH UIF OFYU FMFWFO ZFBST
SPTF $) ( FSDFOU UP
EPMMBST 3 OBMMZ FS DB UB ODPNF O
7F T BOE 0MBSL 0P OUZ HSF GSPN
( EPMMBST O ) UP (
EPMMBST O PS B SPY NBUFMZ
$ FSDFOU
P U UI OHT OUP FST FDU WF 8PO
UBOB T FS DB UB ODPNF BT BCP U ) $
EPMMBST O ) BOE B SPY NBUFMZ
EPMMBST O 6O PUIFS
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BWFSBHF
3 H SF
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 4 )( /LII OP
CDUD N LDMS HM QTQ QD R D MSHBH SD HM )( 1HM SGD N T SHNM NE
BNMSHMTDC CDUD N LDMS NE DMDQF . RB CD .NTMS HR QNIDBSDC SN HMBQD RD
QDRNTQBDR HM D RSDQM 6NMS M MC SGD A LNQD SG M DQRNMR NQ
-H HMFR QD DBNMNL H AD SGD DQBDMS CTQHMF SGD MDWS CDB CD EQNL
ADMDEHBH Q 4M . RB CD .NTMS D ( ) HM )( SN ) HM ))
QNIDBS SGDQD H AD HMLHFQ SHNM CTQHMF 7NS FD FQNT R H DW DQHDMBD SGD
SGD )( R QDUDQRHMF SGD SQDMC NE SGD R LD HMBQD RD GD E RSDRS FQN HMF
) R ATS SG S HS H AD QD SHUD RL B SDFNQHDR H AD SGHQS MC ENQS D Q
,R RGN M HM S A D D MSHBH SD N CR GD MTLADQR NE SGHQS SN SGHQS MHMD
N T SHNM FQN SG ENQ ENTQ TQA M D Q N CR MC ENQS SN ENQS MHMD D Q N CR
QD R CTQHMF SGD )( R ATS SGD 6HRRNT QD QNIDBSDC SN HMBQD RD S QNTFG
-H HMFR MC 3D DM QD R QD QNIDBSDC CNTA D SGD Q SD ENQ SNS N T SHNM
SN HMBQD RD E RSDQ SG M 2QD S 1 R ,MNSGDQ E RS FQN HMF B SDFNQ HR
6HRRNT .NTMS HR QNIDBSDC SN G UD HME MSR GD MTLADQ NE DQRNMR TMCDQ SDM
ANTS ) QDRHCDMSR HM )) T D QR N C HR QNIDBSDC SN HMBQD RD LTBG
DQBDMS EQNL HM )( GD N T E RSDQ SG M SNS N T SHNM HM ENTQ
SHNM NE D N RSNMD .NTMS H HMBQD RD BHSHDR GDRD QD SGD BGH CQDM NE SGD
EQNL ( HM )( SN HM )) NRS Q A A BQN GD HMBQD RD HM A AHDR
QHRD NE DQBDMS 5D HR MC . Q H MNS AD CTD SN RHFMHEHB MS QHRD HM SGD
.NTMS H FQN SN ANTS AHQSG Q SD D F AHQSGR DQ EDL D : SGDQ
QDRHCDMSR HM )) R BNL QDC SN ) HS H AD B TRDC A SGD Q HC HMBQD RD HM
1TSTQD 8QNIDBSHNMR
5 RS D Q D QDRDMSDC N T SHNM MC
GNTRDGN C QNIDBSHNMR ENQ D BG NE 6NM
S M R TQA M QD R GHR D Q D G UD
QD QDC QNIDBSHNMR ENQ D BG BNTMS MC
HM CCHSHNM G UD L CD GNTRDGN C HMBNLD
ENQDB RSR
8N T SHNM
GD N T SHNM QNIDBSHNMR ENQ D BG
BNTMS QD RGN M HM S A D SGD QD
TMBG MFDC EQNL SGNRD QDRDMSDC RS D Q
GD QNIDBSHNMR QD YA RD HMD ENQDB RSR
SG S HR SGD QD A RDC NM BNMSHMT SHNM
NE GHRSNQHB SQDMCR HM AHQSGR CD SGR MC
MDS LHFQ SHNM Q SGDQ SG M RDBSNQ A
RDBSNQ M RHR NE SGD DBNMNL D CHC NE
BNTQRD S D HMSN BBNTMS H D DBNMNLHB
SQDMCR ATS D CHC MNS CDQHUD R DBHEHB
QNIDBSHNMR ENQ D BG A RHB HMCTRSQ 4S
NT C AD HMBNQQDBS SGDQDENQD SN RRNBH SD
N T SHNM EHFTQD HSG R DBHEHB DUDMS
RTBG R LH B NRTQD NQ SGD BNMRSQTBSHNM
NE MD N DQ MS D CHC GN DUDQ
L D RRTL SHNMR ANTS SGD MHUDQRHS
NE 6NMS M HM 6HRRNT MC 6 LRSQNL
,HQ 1NQBD - RD MD Q 2QD S 1 R
; DBHEHB SGD QNIDBSHNMR ENQ 6HRRNT
.NTMS HMBNQ NQ SD RL CDB HMD HM
6 DMQN LDMS MC SGD ENQDB RSR ENQ
. RB CD .NTMS HMBNQ NQ SD RS EEHMF
DUD ENQ 6 LRSQNL ,HQ 1NQBD - RD
R HFGS AD N SGD )( EHFTQD
GD MTLADQ NE AHQSGR MC CD SGR R
B BT SDC TRHMF QNIDBSDC AHQSG MC
LNQS HS Q SDR 1TSTQD AHQSG Q SDR
QN BG SGD MDS QD QNCTBSHNM Q SD
BGH CQDM DQ EDL D GD LNQS HS Q SDR
QDE DBS SGD FQ CT DMFSGDMHMF NE SGD
UDQ FD HEDR M
4M QNIDBSHMF MDS LHFQ SHNM D BNM
RHCDQDC SGD NMF Q MFD DBNMNLHB NTS NN
ENQ D BG BNTMS 7DS HMLHFQ SHNM R
QNIDBSDC SN BNMSHMTD HM SGD )( R HM SGD
6HRRNT MC 3D DM QD R ATS S N DQ
Q SD SG M NBBTQQDC HM SGD ) R /TQHMF
SGD RS SDM D QR BDQS HM A RHB HMCTRSQHDR
FQD Q HC HM D BG BHS MC SGDRD
HMBQD RDR QD TM H D SN AD QD D SDC
; DBHEHB SGD NNC QNCTBSR HMCTRSQ
MC SGD MHUDQRHS NE 6NMS M HM 6HR
RNT MC RS SD FNUDQMLDMS HM 3D DM
H QNA A MNS FQN R E RS HM SGD
)( R R SGD CHC HM SGD ) R
4M SGD -H HMFR QD SGD MDS LHFQ SHNM
Q SD ENQ SGD )( R HR QNIDBSDC SN AD ANTS
DPT SN SG S NE SGD ) R D N RSNMD
.NTMS G R CHUDQRHEHDC DBNMNLHB A RD
MC LTBG NE HSR FQN SG CTQHMF SGD ) R
R CTD SN SGD HMCHQDBS HL BS NE DMDQF
6NMS M -TRHMDRR 9T QSDQ ; QHMF )(
1HFTQD
7NME QL 5 ANQ 4MBNLD HM . RB CD 5D HR MC . Q
6HRRNT MC D N RSNMD .NTMSHDR
RS 9T QSDQ ) ( SN MC 9T QSDQ )(
;D RNM ,CITRSDC
4M 6H HNMR NE )( /N QR 
;NTQBD 0RSHL SDC A -TQD T NE -TRHMDRR MC 0BNMNLHB :DRD QBG MHUDQRHS
NE 6NMS M
W H Q PEHU RI IHPDOH RI F LOGEHDULQ
D H DW L LW L D FRQ HT HQFH RI W H
SR W DU EDE FURS RLQ W UR W HLU
W HQWLH DQG W LUWLH
5Q PPDU H SURMHFW W DW DOO IR U
UEDQ DUHD LOO H SHULHQFH SRS ODWLRQ
LQFUHD H G ULQ W H )! 7RUH LPSRU
WDQW R HYHU L W DW FHUWDLQ D H UR S
LOO EH UR LQ DW UDWH IDU UHDWHU W DQ
W H DYHUD H H SR W DU EDE FURS LOO
EH LQ W H PLGGOH RI W HLU IDPLO IRUPDWLRQ
HDU LQ W H )! DQG LOO EH PDUU LQ
E LQ R H DQG DYLQ EDELH
4R H ROG
- R H ROG FRQ L W RI D SHU RQ RU
UR S RI SHU RQ OLYLQ WR HW HU LQ RQH
G HOOLQ QLW H Q PEHU RI R H ROG
HT DO W H Q PEHU RI RFF SLHG R LQ
QLW .HFD H HDF UHT LUH D Q PEHU RI
ED LF LWHP ] IRU H DPSOH D WRYH D
WHOHS RQH D UHIUL HUDWRU ] I W UH WUHQG
LQ W H Q PEHU RI R H ROG SURYLGH
FO H DER W W H GHPDQG IRU W H H ED LF B
FRPPRGLWLH
DEOH SUH HQW W H Q PEHU RI
R H ROG LQ HDF UEDQ DUHD D RFLDWHC
LW W H SRS ODWLRQ SURMHFWLRQ LQ WDEOH ,
H H IL UH DUH OL WO GLIIHUHQW IURUI
W R H H SUH HQWHG OD W HDU EHFD H W H B
LQFRUSRUDWH LQIRUPDWLRQ IURP W H )! M
/HQ W DW D M W EHHQ UHOHD HG
H DYH SUHSDUHG SURMHFWLRQ IRU W UHHB
R H ROG W SH 4 EDQG LIH
R H ROG DUH W H WUDGLWLRQDO IDPLO
W SH 9W HU IDPLO R H ROG DUH PR WO B
LQ OH SDUHQW IDPLOLH HUH RQH SR H ,
L QRW SUH HQW 8RQIDPLO R H ROG
 RPHWLPH FDOOHG QUHODWHG LQGLYLG DO
DUH SHU RQ OLYLQ DORQH RU D UR S RI
QUHODWHG LQGLYLG DO DULQ D G HOOLQ
QLW L FDWH RU LQFO GH IRU H DPSOH
D UR S RI FROOH H W GHQW DULQ DQ
DSDUWPHQW DQG HOGHUO SHU RQ OLYLQ
DORQH 4R H ROG FRQ L WLQ RI Q
UHODWHG DG OW RI W H RSSR LWH H  H
^ QPDUULHG FR SOH R H ROG PD EH
LQFO GHG LQ HLW HU W H EDQG LIH RU
QRQIDPLO R H ROG FDWH RULH GHSHQG
LQ RQ R W H LGHQWLILHG W HP HOYH WR
W H . UHD RI W H /HQ
H Q PEHU RI R H ROG L SURMHFWHG
WR LQFUHD H ID WHU W DQ W H SRS ODWLRQ LQ
HDF RI 7RQWDQD UEDQ DUHD 6RRNLQ
DW 7L R OD IRU H DPSOH W H Q PEHU RI
R H ROG L SURMHFWHG WR UL H
SHUFHQW EHW HHQ )!DQG ! D
FRPSDUHG WR D SRS ODWLRQ LQFUHD H RI
DER W ( SHUFHQW
4 EDQG LIH R H ROG LOO FRQ
WLQ H WR EH LQ W H PDMRULW E W W H ID WH W
UR W LQ W H )! LOO EH LQ QRQ
WUDGLWLRQDO R H ROG 6RRNLQ D DLQ DW
7L R OD /R QW W H ! !! EDQG
LIH R H ROG SURMHFWHG LQ ! LOO
DFFR QW IRU DER W ! SHUFHQW RI W H
WRWDO .HW HHQ )!DQG ! W H Q PEHU
RI EDQG LIH R H ROG L SURMHFWHG
WR UL H ( SHUFHQW IDU OH W DQ W H !(
SHUFHQW LQFUHD H IRU RW HU IDPLO
R H ROG DQG W H SHUFHQW UR W
IRU QRQIDPLO R H ROG
5Q PPDU W H ^W SLFDO R H ROG
RI W H )! PD EH GLIIHUHQW IURP W H
^W SLFDO R H ROG RI W H (! RU
HDUOLHU HDU 2 W UH R H ROG DUH PRUH
OLNHO WR FRQ L W RI DQ LQGLYLG DO RU EH
LQ OH SDUHQW IDPLOLH 4 EDQG LIH
R H ROG LOO EH PRUH OLNHO WR DYH
ERW EDQG DQG LIH RUNLQ
4R H ROG LQFRPH
H SURMHFWLRQ IRU SRS ODWLRQ DQG
R H ROG GR QRW WHOO DOO H QHHG WR
2L UH
QHPSOR PHQW DWH LQ /D FDGH 6H L DQG /ODUN
7L R OD DQG AHOOR WRQH /R QWLH
W ; DUWHU ( WR QG ; DUWHU )
 HD RQDOO -GM WHG
R UFH 7RQWDQD 0HSDUWPHQW RI 6DERU DQG 5QG WU 1PSOR PHQW
HF ULW 0LYL LRQ
H 6RFDO 9 WORRN .LOOLQ 3UHDW 2DOO 4HOHQD DQG 7L R OD :D  
NOW HE I ENTIF THE FAST GROWING
COMPONENTS OF THE POPULATION BUT THE
RE EAL NOTHING ABOUT THE ABILIT OF
PERSONS AN HOUSEHOL S TO PURCHASE
GOO S AN SER ICES HAT IS THE O NOT
TA E INTO ACCOUNT THE INCOME OF PERSONS
AN HOUSEHOL S
E HA E MA E ESTIMATES AN PRO EC
TIONS OF THE NUMBER OF HOUSEHOL S IN
ARIOUS INCOME CATEGORIES FOR EACH OF THE
FOUR URBAN AREAS HE ARE PRESENTE IN
TABLES AN ( HESE FIGURES MUST BE
INTERPRETE CAUTIOUSL HE ARE BASE ON
BITS AN PIECES OF INFORMATION ERI E
FROM A NUMBER OF SOURCES OME OF THE
INPUT ATA ARE STILL PRELIMINAR , AS WITH
OUR PRO ECTIONS OF HOUSEHOL S THESE
FIGURES MA CHANGE WHEN THE RE ISIONS
BECOME A AILABLE 5N PARTICULAR THE
FIGURES FOR A ERAGE INCOME PER HOUSEHOL
SHOUL BE INTERPRETE CAREFULL , IN A I
TION TO BEING BASE ON PRELIMINAR ATA
THE MA BE TOO LOW BECAUSE THE ARE
BASE ON SUR E S AN SUR E RESPON ENTS
OFTEN UN ERSTATE THEIR INCOME
1 EN THOUGH WE HA E MA E ESTIMATES
FOR EACH CIT COMPARISONS BETWEEN URBAN
AREAS MA NOT BE APPROPRIATE OME OF
THE CALCULATIONS USE STATEWI E A ERAGES
BECAUSE INFORMATION FOR EACH CIT WAS NOT
A AILABLE 0ONSEQUENTL SUBTLE
IFFERENCES BETWEEN CITIES MA NOT BE
REFLECTE IN THESE ESTIMATES
6OO ING FIRST AT THE ESTIMATES FOR
THE CLEARL SHOW THAT MOST 7ONTANANS
ARE IN THE MI LE INCOME CATEGORIES
/ETWEEN AN ( PERCENT OF THE
HOUSEHOL S IN EACH URBAN AREA HA
INCOMES FROM  TO  OR FROM
 $ TO  
HE ESTIMATES ALSO SHOW ISTINCT
IFFERENCES BETWEEN HIGH AN LOW INCOME
HOUSEHOL S 8ONTRA ITIONAL HOUSEHOL S
OTHER FAMIL OR SINGLE PARENT FAMIL AN
NONFAMIL HOUSEHOL S OR UNRELATE IN
I I UALS ACCOUNT FOR MOST OF THE LOW
INCOME HOUSEHOL S, IN 7ISSOULA 0OUNT
FOR E AMPLE THESE TWO CATEGORIES AC
COUNTE FOR ALMOST ( PERCENT OF
HOUSEHOL S WITH INCOMES OF LESS THAN
 OLLARS 4IGH INCOME
HOUSEHOL S ON THE OTHER HAN CONSIST
MOSTL OF HUSBAN WIFE FAMILIES
PERHAPS THE ARE IN THE INCOME CATEGOR
BECAUSE BOTH ARE WOR ING 5N 7ISSOULA
HUSBAN WIFE HOUSEHOL S REPRESENTE
ABOUT PERCENT OF ALL HOUSEHOL S WITH
INCOME ABO E  
HAT O THESE NUMBERS MEAN- HE
SUGGEST FOR E AMPLE THAT MERCHANTS
SELLING USE CARS ECONOM FURNITURE OR
OTHER ITEMS APPEALING TO LOW INCOME
HOUSEHOL S SHOUL EEP IN MIN THAT A
LARGE SHARE OF THEIR POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS
MA BE NONTRA ITIONAL HOUSEHOL S 9N
THE OTHER HAN LU UR ITEMS ORIENTE
TOWAR HIGH INCOME BU ERS WILL PROBABL
BE PURCHASE B HUSBAN WIFE
HOUSEHOL S
E HA E ESTIMATE A ERAGE INCOMES
WHICH MA BE USE TO E ALUATE THE
PURCHASING POWER TOTAL INCOME
ASSOCIATE WITH EACH HOUSEHOL T PE 2OR
E AMPLE AGAIN REFERRING TO 7ISSOULA
HUSBAN WIFE HOUSEHOL S HA AN A ERAGE
INCOME OF  $$ OLLARS IN
AS COMPARE TO  OLLARS FOR
OTHER FAMIL HOUSEHOL S AN  $
OLLARS FOR NONFAMIL HOUSEHOL S
.S WE MENTIONE EARLIER THESE ARE ONL
ROUGH ESTIMATES AN ARE NOT ACCURATE TO
THE LAST CENT 8E ERTHELESS THE CLEARL
SHOW THAT THE A ERAGE INCOME OF
HUSBAN WIFE HOUSEHOL S IS GREATER THAN
THOSE FOR THE OTHER HOUSEHOL T PES
HE PURCHASING POWER ASSOCIATE WITH
EACH HOUSEHOL T PE IS ERI E B MUL
TIPL ING THE NUMBER OF HOUSEHOL S B
THEIR A ERAGE INCOME TO ARRI E AT TOTAL
INCOME 5N 7ISSOULA 0OUNT THERE WERE
ABOUT ($ HUSBAN WIFE HOUSEHOL S
EACH WITH AN A ERAGE INCOME OF  $$
OLLARS IN HEREFORE TOTAL
INCOME OF HUSBAN WIFE HOUSEHOL S WAS
ABOUT  ($ MILLION OLLARS HE
CORRESPON ING FIGURES FOR OTHER FAMIL
ABLE
. ERAGE 0OMPOUN 3ROWTH ATES FOR THE 3ENERAL











Cascade County -0.3 1.0 2.2
Lewis and Clark County 2.5 li.lt 2.2
Missoula County 2.5 •i. 2 2.4
Yellowstone County 2.0 6.6 3-6
Montana 1.2 3-9 2.5
Source: U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, and Bureau
of Business and Economic Research, University of Montana.
ABLE $
0HANGE IN HORT ANGE 1CONOMIC 5N ICATORS








IV '79 to III '82 
+3.2
Lewis and Clark County +0. ]% +2.8
Missoula County -12 - 7% +i».3
Yellowstone County +l*.6% FILL
Montana -k.3% +i*.o
7ONTANA /USINESS ;UARTERL ! PRING )
source: Montana Department of Labor and Industry, Employment Security 
Division.
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L F U O F FDE B 8L SB
NBABOFD BA EB O NRBU A OEFC BA EB
B ME OFO CNL EB BTMB FL O LC EB
OF BOO LS BN LN DBN L OOBOO
B LC EB LLA LC EB L O BN 2 FO
EB L O BN SEL SFII CCB LO
L OF BOOBO A SFII F M N
AB BN F B ELS B E IL I NB YO B L L U
SFII C NB A NF D EB L F D L EO
9EFO BS ,L O BN 8 NRBU FO MNLGB
SBYRB BB L OFABNF D CLN OL B F B B
E RB SL NB OL O CLN ABN HF D EB
MNLGB FNO SBYA IFHB L B IB L
MNLRFAB EB L OF BOO L F
U SF E F CLN FL L BN F D L O BN
BTMB FL O A MI O CLN EB L F D
UB N 8B L A SBYA IFHB L ABRBILM OL B
UMB LC F ABT LN B O NB LC L O BN
L CFAB B
,L O BN ,L CFAB B
B O NBO
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R FI IB L EB FL I IBRBI 9EB
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5JGG 9CJN ADBPM N M DI GP DI C
G N J MJQD NJH NDN JA JH
MDNJI
JH M RD C C 3JI I 5JGG
M NPG N AMJH , H M ( HJM 3JI
I IN N D C DM JIJHD ND P DJI
DH MJQ DI ( C I N D NJ JP (
/JR Q M C DI M N MJ JM DJI JA
CJN N TDIB C T R M M JAA C
I JA ( R N JAAN T NDHDG M
DI M N DI CJN N TDIB C T R M RJMN
JAA 9C MJ JM DJI JA CJN RCJ DI
D IJ C IB M N 9C
BJMT M H DIN C G MB N JA C CM
2JJFDIB C CM M M N C
DGGDIBN I 3DNNJPG M M N JI I N
D IJ DAA M M D GT AMJH C
N RD J GN /JR Q M CJN AMJH C
.M - GGN / G I M R M G NN GDF GT J
N T C DM JIJHD D PM C DH MJQ
GNJ NF C M N JI I N J
MJ CJR C DM ADI I D G ND P DJI RDGG
C IB PMDIB (  G 9C M R N
J C I DI M N DI CJN S DIB J
M JAA I M N DI CJN
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T JA 3D CDB I N DJI G I S JA
JINPH M 8 I DH I )GNJ PN DI C
DI S M RJ LP N DJIN NDHDG M J C
N RD JP GJJF LP N DJIN DN PNN DI
3 SDI 1JCINJI N M D G DI CDN DNNP
1PN J M CJN M NPG N JIGT JP
JI CDM JA JPM M N JI I N C I
J DHDN D JP GJJF AJM PNDI NN DI C
N T M AMJH IJR I ADQ T MN AMJH
IJR  C Q IJ JH MDNJIN AMJH
T M BJ AJM C N LP N DJIN /JR Q M DI
Q GP DIB MJN N AJM C DM GJ G M
T M AMJH IJR 3JI I IN  I N D GGT
CJN DI R N MI 3JI I R M IJ GT
HJM J DHDN D C I DI , H M (
C I R BDI P DIB JB C M JPM
DI S D RDGG DI GP C M N JIN N J C
RJ LP N DJIN JP 3JI I IN ADI I
D G ND P DJI C DM S DJIN AJM C
N JIJHT I LP N DJI JP C DM
D P JR M PM C NDIB H JM
CJPN CJG D HN DN NDBIDAD I C
NPMQ T M N M C MN C Q DN JQ M C D
9 G
We are interested in how people are getting along financially these days. 
Would you say that you (and your family living there) are better off 
or worse off financially than you were a year ago?
9 G
Looking ahead U do you think that a year from now you will be better off 
financially, or worse off, or about the same?
About
Better the Same Worse
November 1982 46% 13%
Billings trade area 37% **3% 14%
Great Falls-Helena trade area 32% 46% 14%
Missoula trade area 31% 50% 12%
December 1981 26% 47% 22%
Note: Percentages may not total 100 because of rounding and omission of
miscellaneous responses.
9 G
Row likely is it that you (or anyone in your family there) will buy a house 
during the next twelve months?
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About
Better the Same Worse
November 1982 29% 39% 32%
Billings trade area 32% 34% 34%
Great Falls-Helena trade area 24% 38% 37%
Missoula trade area 29% 44% 27%
December 1( 1 20% 56% 23%
Note: Percentages may not total 100 because of rounding.




November 1982 49% %% 13%
Billings trade area 52% 32% 14%
Great Falls-Helena trade area 43% 41% 15%
Missoula trade area 53% 36% 9%
December 1981 10% 73% 3%
Probably or 
Probably or Chances Definitely 
Definitely Wi11 Even W111 Not
November 1982 6% 5% 89%
Billings trade area % 5% 88%
Great Falls-Helena trade area 5% 6% 89%
Missoula trade area 6% 3% 90%
December 1981 % % 87%
Note: Percentages may not total 100 because of rounding and omission of
miscellaneous responses.
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Do you think the next twelve months will be a good time or a bad time to 










Billings trade area 39% ko% 18%
Great Falls-Helena trade area 35% 41% 19%
Missoula trade area 39% 35% 22%
December 1981 19% 5U 13%
How likely is it that you (or anyone in your family there) will buy or 








November 1982 19% 10% 71%
Billings trade area 21% 7% 71%
Great Falls-Helena trade area 15% 11% 74%
Missoula trade area 21% 11% 68%
December 1981 19% 7% 7*%
FC /ML S CP GC MD ) 7?PW   
Note: Percentages may not total 100 because of rounding and omission of
miscellaneous responses.
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About the big things people buy for their homes Q such as furniture3 a 
refrigerator, stove, television, and things like that. Do you think 
the next six months or so will be a good time or a bad time for 







November 1982 37* 35* 24*
Billings trade area 33% 35* 29*
Great Falls-Helena trade area 38* 36* 22*
Missoula trade area 33* 22*
December 1981 28* 31*
How likely is it that you (or anyone in your family there) will purchase 












Bi11ings trade area 19* 13* 67*
Great Falls-Helena trade area 22* 16* *
Missoula trade area 19* 14* 68*
December 1981 23* 9* 67*
9:
The largest numbers of prospective purchasers of HOMES during 1983 are . . .
between the ages of twenty-five and thirty-four
college graduates
from four-person households
from households whose 1981 Income was $15,000-$2**,999
The largest numbers of prospective purchasers of AUTOMOBILES are:
between the ages of twenty-five and thirty-four 
high school graduates 
from two-person households
from households whose 1981 income was $15,000-$34,999
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RFC MJ R A J PCDCPCLACQ MD MLR L LQ
0MP C JC MSR CPACLR MD RFC
FMSQCFMJBQ L MLR L F TC SLJ QRCB
RCJC FMLCQ QM C PCOSCQRCB LB QM C
CPCJW RMM LCU RM C LAJSBCB L RFC
P LRCB B PCARMPW
:FC MLR L 6MJJ JQM RCJJQ SQ RF R
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ASPPCLR AM SL R CQ MTCP D TC WC PQ
RFC P TCP EC JCLERF MD PCQ BCLAC Q RUCLRW
WC PQ CR J MQR ! CPACLR PC MPC
PCACLR MTCPQ F T LE J TCB L RFC P
ASPPCLR AM SL R CQ MLJW D TC WC PQ MP
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5NRS 5NMS M MR RDD SGD RS SD R
DBNM NL HB O NA DL R R SGD
MTLAD NMD HRRTD EN SGD " )
4DFHR ST D
5N D 5NMS M MR NT C O DED
SN S D BTS HM RS SD RD UHBDR SN
DDO BNRSR CN M SG M HRD S WDR
SN L HMS HM RD UHBDR
0D 5NMS M MR SGHM L IN
RS SD O NF L R D NUD ETMCDC
5NRS EDD SGD O NF L R DBDHUD
DHSGD SNN HSS D N SGD HFGS
L NTMS N E ETMCHMF
M NUD GD L HMF L IN HS NE
5NMS M MR DMCN RD RS SD DEEN SR
SN DWO MC DBNM NL HB F N SG MC
SGHM HS HR N SG GH D SG S RS SD
FNUD MLDMS MC SGD ATRHMDRR
BNLLTMHS N SNFDSGD NM
DBNM NL HB HRRTDR
5NMS M MR D RNLD G S LN D
BNMBD MDC SNC ANTS L HM
S HMHMF INA R SG M O NSDBSHMF SGD
DMUH NMLDMS
N SGH CR NE 5NMS M MR RDD SGD
RS SD R DBNMNLHB O NA DLR R HRRTDR
DPTH HMF O HN HS SSDMSHNM HM SGD TO
BNLHMF DFHR SHUD RDRRHNM BBN CHMF SN
DBDMS 5NMS M 8N DRT SR
MC HSG ET SGD CHRO NE BNMBD M
EN SGD DBNMNL 5NMS M MR
NUD GD LHMF DMCN RD DWO MCHMF SGD
RS SD R DEEN SR EN DBNMNLHB CDUD NOLDMS
3M CCHSHNM SGD SGHM SGD RS SD MC
ATRHMDRR BNLLTMHS RGNT C BNMSHMTD
N HMF SNFDSGD SN D BG RN TSHNMR SN
U HNTR DBNMNLHB O NA DLR
7SGD 8N DRT SR RGN SG S NM ANTS
NMD ENT SG NE 5NMS M MR D H HMF SN
HRD S WDR SN L HMS HM RS SD RD UHBDR 2 E
SGD DRONMCDMSR EDD RS SD FNUD MLDMS
THE MONTANA POU.
8 S 3
5NMS M MR OD 7TS NM 4DFHR SHUD
8 HN HSHDR MC 7SGD S SD 1NUD MLDMS 3RRTD
63-74 04 55361
RGNT C BTS A B DWHRSHMF RD UHBDR SN DDO
BNRSR CN M
-GNNRHMF SGD O NF LR SN DCTBD
GN DUD R LTBG LN D CHEEHBT S 3M
E BS L M 5NMS M MR EDD SGD ETMCHMF NE
MTLAD NE HLON S MS RS SD O NF LR HR
ANTS HFGS N SNN N
8N DRONMCDMSR BHSDC LNRS EN S
HRRTDR SGD SGHM SGD 4DFHR ST D RGNT C
AH EH RS MC RDBNMC O HN HS MDLO N
LDMS SGD MDDC EN INAR MC DBNMNLHB
CDUD NOLDMS D D A E SGD L IN
BNMBD M [ SGD EH RS O HN HS NE ' OD BDMS
NE SGD DRONMCDMSR MC SGD RDBNMC O HN HS
NE MNSGD "'OD BDMS S A D "
7MD DRONMCDMS R HC SGD 4DFHR ST D
RGNT C CN M SGHMF SN FDS ODNO D A B
SN N ] MNSGD R HC SGD RS SD MDDCR
INAR ATS NT B M S DFHR SD SGDL
SG NTFG D MDDC E DD DMSD O HRD ]
7SGD 5NMS M MR UNHBDC BNMBD M EN
SGD RS SD R DBNMNLHB ETST D 7MD DRONM
CDMS R HC 5NMS M MDDCR INAR EN N D R
SN DDO SGDL GD D MC C SGDL GD D ]
GD MDWS LNRS E DPTDMS LDMSHNMDC
HRRTD R SGD BNMCHSHNM NE 5NMS M R
GHFG R 0NT OD BDMS R HC SGD
4DFHR ST D RGNT C BNMRHCD HS EH RS
O HN HS MC MNSGD (OD BDMS O BDC HS
RDBNMC
7SGD BNMBD MR BHSDC HSG DRR E DPTDM
B HMUN UDC S WDR RS SD FNUD MLDMS
RODMCHMF DCTB SHNM MC SGD D CD
3MSD DRS SDR MC HME SHNM GHBG SGD
4DFHR ST D B M CN HSS D ANTS D D RN
LDMSHNMDC
7MD HMSD DRSHMF RS SHRSHB FHUDM SGD
MTLAD NE O DRRHMF O NA DLR E BHMF SGD
4DFHR ST D R SGD "(OD BDMS GN R HC
SGD CHCM S MN GHBG HRRTDR MDDCDC SGD
LNRS HLLDCH SD SSDMSHNM
3 CNM S MN 3 CNM S O SSDMSHNM SN
GN SGD 4DFHR ST D RODMCR LNMD ]
R NMD OD RNM R DRONMRD SN SGD PTDR
SHNM
LNRS S HBD R L M 5NMS M MR
NT C SGD S D BTS HM RS SD RD UHBDR
SG M HRD S WDR SN BNMSHMTD O HMF EN
DWHRSHMF O NF LR HE ETMCR ADB LD RB BD
ANTS OD BDMS R HC SGD NT C
O DED SN DCTBD RD UHBDR GH D ' OD BDMS
O DED DC SN HRD S WDR 7SGD DRONMCDMS
D D TMCDBHCDC N NEED DC HCD U HDS
NE NSGD RN TSHNMR S A D
-NMRD U SHUDR O SHBT E UN DC
DCTBHMF RD UHBDR SGD SG M HRHMF
S WDR 4HAD R D D LN D DUDM CHUHCDC
0HES RDUDM OD BDMS NE SGNRD CDRB HAHMF
SGDLRD UDR R BNMRD U SHUDR N D MHMF HM
SG S CH DBSHNM O DED DC SN DCTBD RD
UHBDR LNMF HAD R BNLLHSSDC MC
D MHMF RHFMHEHB MS ED D OD BDMS
O DED DC SG S NOSHNM
7M ANTS OD BDMS NE SGD BNMRD
U SHUDR E UN DC HRHMF S WDR BNLO DC SN
OD BDMS NE SGD HAD R
.DLNB SR MC 9DOTA HB MR NM SGD
NSGD G MC CHC MNS CHEED RHFMHEHB MS HM
SGDH O DED DMBDR
9DRONMCDMSR GN O DED DC SN DCTBD
 RD UHBDR ENTMC HS CHEEHBT S SN HCDMSHE
GHBG RD UHBDR RGNT C AD DCTBDC EH RS
GD FDRS MTLAD OD BDMS R HC SGD
CHCM S MN ,TS OD BDMS R HC D E D
N OTA HB RRHRS MBD O NF LR RGNT C AD
BTS A B D UD OD BDMS R HC SGD RH D MC
BNRS NE FNUD MLDMS RGNT C AD DCTBDC
GD HMCDBHRHNM 5NMS M MR EDD SN C
DCTBHMF RD UHBDR R CNBTLDMSDC A
NSGD 8N DRT SR 0 NL HRS NE DHFGS
RS SD O NF LR DRONMCDMSR D D R DC
GDSGD SNN LTBG SNN HSS D N SGD HFGS
LNTMS NE S W LNMD R RODMS NM D BG
HM 5NMS M S A D
7 E SGD DHFGS O NF LR NEED DC D E D
N OTA HB RRHRS MBD O NF LR D D
BNMRHCD DC A SGD FDRS MTLAD NE
DRONMCDMSR OD BDMS SN AD DBDHUHMF
SNN LTBG NE SGD S W CN ,TS MNSGD
OD BDMS NE 5NMS M MR ED S SGD LNTMS
RODMS NM D E D R ANTS HFGS
GD DL HMHMF RDUDM O NF LR DBDHUD
DHSGD CDPT SD N HMRTEEHBHDMS ETMCHMF
BBN CHMF SN 8N DRONMCDMSR
8 NF LR GHBG RTARS MSH MTLAD R
NE 5NMS M MR SGHM DBDHUD SGD BN DBS
LNTMS NE ETMCHMF D DMUH NMLDMS
O NSDBSHNM OD BDMS MC OTA HB
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economic development 46% 16%
Highway construction 
and maintenance 4% 7%
Taxes 3% 5%
State government spending 3% 1%
Interest rates and inflation 2% 4%
Education 2% 3%
Elderly, senior citizens 2% 2%
Don11 know 17% 16%
6 F
Like, moit AtateA, Montana facei the concern of having enough tax 
money to pay for the AerviceA and programi the Atate 
government provideA. One way to Aolve the problem ii to 
rcuAe taxeA. Another way Ia  to reduce it ate AerviceA and 







A11 respondents 26% 50% 23%
Conservatives 
(committed and 
leaning) 23% 57% 23%
Liberals 
(committed and 
leaning) 43% 34% 20%
6 F
Ja It your feeling that we in Montana are ipending too much, too 







Economic development 7% 30% 41%
Envi ronmenta1 
protection 23% 42% 24%
Higher education 7% 44% 36%
Highway construction 
and maintenance 2% 19% 72%
Job training 8% 28% 44%
Public education 
(elementary and 
secondary) 8% 48% 33%
Vocational education 4% 38% 41%
Welfare or pub)ic 
assistance 43% 34% 10%
Note: Percentages may not total 100 because of rounding and omission of 
mi see11aneous responses.
1I ,OM MM 3O L LFS 5 L A )( )
Thii January another. 6e.i6i.on ofi the Montana Legislature uUtt begin. 
What do you think the legislator ihouJLd make their priority box 
attention in thi& 6e66ion?
CLO L P A B L LJF DOLT E 9TB
CLRO MBO B LM BA CLO MOL B FL LC EB
B SFOL JB A RO I OBPLRO BP IB
4).
) EB P JB FJB IJLP EFOA P FA
EBOB PELRIA B I B B TBB EB
TL :EB PHBA CRO EBO ELRDE TEF E
EB TBOB ROOB I JLP L BO BA LR
Y L P LO EB B SFOL JB Y L P TL
D F MBO B SBOPRP MBO B  
0 OBI BA NRBP FL J LOF LC
ELPB MLIIBA MBO B  P FA EB P B E P
BB LR OFDE F F P BCCLO P L MOL B
EB B SFOL JB A OBDRI B RPB LC
RO I OBPLRO BP 5 I LR MBO B
F B E PB P FA EB P B E P BB LL
P OF LO LL IB FB F F P BCCLO P
3L P OB PIFDE I JLOB
LM FJ FP F F EBFO B L LJ F
LR ILLH CLO EB LJ F D B O
E EB TBOB B O DL R
EBFO LSBO II SFBT FP L OFDE
:BP BO 3L P OB L
PFABO I J LOB LM FJ FP F LR
IL I MOLPMB P E EB TBOB
B O DL
3L P BIFBSB T FII B
B BO FJB E L J HB
J LO MRO E PBP PR E P ELRP
F D R LJL FIBP A
MMIF BP
,BPMF B EB ILRA LR ILLH
3L P L F RB L B SBO
P FPCFBA TF E EBFO P A OA L C
IFSF D
9 IB
' '0 20 ) ) ' 2' ' , '
2 , ) 2 ) ,0 0 ' 0 0 ) ,
' ' 0 2 ' 0 , ' ,
' 0' 0 0) 0 ' "
Jobs, economic growth % 
Environment, natural resources  
Both 3235
(J$ ' ) ' 2 0 ) ) '
' "
Jobs, economic growth 50%
Environment, natural resources ' 32%




3L P - L LJF 5R ILLH(
0JMOLSBA R L OFDE
3) 2 2-40 )4
LJ P OB PIFDE I JLOB LM FJFP F
F EBFO B L LJF LR ILLH CLO EB LJF D
B O E EB TBOB B O DL R EBFO
LSBO II SFBT FP L SBO OFDE LOAF D
L EB JLP OB B 3L 6LII
9EB ABDOBB LC LM FJFPJ S OFBA R F
JLP PBP T P EFDEBP JL D
BMR IF P JB A ELPB TF E IB P
PLJB LIIBDB BAR FL
5 B EFOA LC EB 3L P MLIIBA P FA
EB ELRDE EB TLRIA B B BO LCC
CF F II B O COLJ LT .LO CLRO
MBO B B MB L E DB F EBFO CF
F I MLPF FL AROF D A MBO B
P FA EB TLRIA B TLOPB LCC IB  
0 EB ,B BJ BO 3L 6LII
L I CLRO E B MB BA L B B BO LCC
EB B A LC
3B BMR IF P A F AFSFAR IP
R ABO EFO CFSB B OP LC DB B ABA L B
EB JLP LM FJFP F LR EBFO MOLPMB P
CLO ) A ELPB TF E IB P PLJB
LIIBDB BAR FL TBOB TF B P IFHBI P
ELPB TF ELR L B MB L B B BO LCC
B O COLJ LT
2LLHF D B L A EBFO MBOPL I PF R
FL OBPML AB P TBOB IPL PHBA LR
EBFO B MB FL P CLO RPF BPP F EBFO
LT LR FBP B O COLJ LT )D F
3L P PELTBA PLJBTE JLOB LM
FJFPJ E EB AFA B O DL
) LR L B EFOA CBI RPF BPP L
AF FL P F EBFO1IL I B L LJ TLRIA B
B BO LJM OBA L L I LR CLRO E
I P B O .LO L B MBO B B MB L
E DB F A MBO B B MB
EF DP L TLOPB
5 B L IB PEFC ( B O DL 3L
P IFSF D TBP LC EB L F B I
,FSFAB TBOB JLOB MBPPFJFP F LR EBFO
OB P MOLPMB P E TBOB ELPB F
B P BO 3L 9EFP B O TBP BO
3L P OB L PFABO I JLOB LM
FJFP F A EBOB FP IF IB AFCCBOB B F
B MB FL P B TBB OBPFAB P LC EB TL
OB P
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Note: Percentages may not add to 100 due to rounding and omission
of miscellaneous responses.
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Note: Percentages do not add to 100 due to rounding and omission
of miscellaneous responses.
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Good Bad
Time Time
November 1982 38$ 38%
December 1981 19$ 51$
) , ) ,) )
& ) ) & ) ( ,) ) ) ) ,
Probably or Chances Probably or
Definitely Wi11 Even Definitely Will Not
November 1982 18$ 9$ 72$
December 1981 19$ 7$ 74$
Good Bad
Time Time
November 1982 34$ 37$
December 1981 28$ 31$
) ,  ) ,) )) 
( ) . , ), ( ) j )
) ) ) ( ) ) ( ,) ) ) )
,
Probably or Chances Probably or
Definitely Wi11 Even Definitely Wi11 Not
November 1982 20$ 15$ 64$
December 1981 23$ 9$ 67$
Completely or Somewhat or
Somewhat Completely
Satisfied Dissatisfied
November 1982 80$ 17$
June 1982 75$ 22$
December 1981 78$ 20$
June 1981 75$ 22$
,) ( ( ) ) ( ( )




November 1982 32$ 61$ 4$
June 1982 35$ 47$ 14$
December 1981 30$ 58$ 10$
June 1981 35$ 49$ 12$
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KH )XUHDX RI )XVLQHVV DQG ,FRQRPLF 9HVHDUFK LV WKH UHVHDUFK
EUDQFK RI WKH QLYHUVLW RI 4RQWDQD V :FKRRO RI )XVLQHVV
(GPLQLVWUDWLRQ RFDWHG RQ WKH QLYHUVLW RI 4RQWDQD FDPSXV DW
4LVVRXOD WKH )XUHDX KDV SXUVXHG UHVHDUFK LQ EXVLQHVV DQG HFRQRPLFV
IRU PRUH WKDQ WKLUW HDUV
KH )XUHDX V SXUSRVH DV D SXEOLF DJHQF LV WR VHUYH WKH JHQHUDO
SXEOLF DV ZHOO DV EXVLQHVV ODERU DQG JRYHUQPHQW R PHHW WKLV JRDO
WKH )XUHDX LV UHJXODUO LQYROYHG LQ D ZLGH YDULHW RI UHVHDUFK DFWLYLWLHV
LQFOXGLQJ HFRQRPLF DQDO VLV VXUYH UHVHDUFK DQG GDWD FROOHFWLRQ 4RVW
RI WKHVH UHVHDUFK UHVXOWV DUH SXEOLVKHG LQ WKH 4RQWDQD )XVLQHVV
8XDUWHUO
0Q WKH SDVW IHZ HDUV WKH )XUHDX KDV H[SDQGHG LWV UHVHDUFK HIIRUWV LQ
VHYHUDO DUHDV LQFOXGLQJ VXUYH UHVHDUFK WKH IRUHVW SURGXFWV LQGXVWU
DQG ORFDO HFRQRPLF DQDO VLV KH 4RQWDQD ROO D TXDUWHUO RSLQLRQ
SROO FRVSRQVRUHG E WKH .UHDW DOOV ULEXQH LV WKH )XUHDX V QHZHVW
VXUYH UHVHDUFK YHQWXUH KH ROO FROOHFWV LQIRUPDWLRQ IURP 4RQWDQD
RQ D YDULHW RI HFRQRPLF DQG RWKHU FXUUHQW LVVXHV
9HVHDUFK RQ WKH IRUHVW SURGXFWV LQGXVWU KDV DOZD V EHHQ DQ
LPSRUWDQW PDLQVWD RI )XUHDX RSHUDWLRQV EXW UHFHQWO WKH IRFXV KDV
PRYHG IURP MXVW WKH 4RQWDQD LQGXVWU WR LQFOXGH RWKHU ZHVWHUQ VWDWHV
LQFOXGLQJ RPLQJ 0GDKR DQG UHJRQ KH RUHVW 0QGXVWULHV DWD
ROOHFWLRQ : VWHP D SHUFHQW VXUYH RI DOO WKH IRUHVW SURGXFWV ILUPV
LQ D SDUWLFXODU VWDWH LV RQH RI WKH ZD V WKH )XUHDX REWDLQV GDWD RQ WKH
LQGXVWU
KH )XUHDX V UHJXODU VHULHV RI ,FRQRPLF XWORRN VHPLQDUV VWUHVVLQJ
ORFDO DUHD HFRQRPLF DQDO VLV DOVR KDV JURZQ LQ SRSXODULW )HJLQQLQJ
HLJKW HDUV DJR LQ IRXU 4RQWDQD FLWLHV] 4LVVRXOD /HOHQD .UHDW DOOV
DQG )LOOLQJV] WKH VHPLQDUV QRZ DOVR WUDYHO WR )XWWH DQG 2DOLVSHOO
9HDGHUV RI WKH 4RQWDQD )XVLQHVV 8XDUWHUO DUH ZHOFRPH WR FRPPHQW
RQ WKH 4)8 UHTXHVW HFRQRPLF GDWD RU RWKHU )XUHDX SXEOLFDWLRQV RU WR
LQTXLUH DERXW WKH )XUHDX V UHVHDFK FDSDELOLWLHV
  
 
VH WKLV IRUP WR RUGHU 4RQWDQD )XVLQHVV 8XDUWHUO WR H[WHQG RXU
VXEVFULSWLRQ RU WR ILOH DQ DGGUHVV FKDQJH
5DPH
4 DLOLQJ (GGUHVV
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B C KUHH HDUV
B C 5HZ RUGHU
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LW :WDWH ALS
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4LVVRXOD 4 $
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